Some terminology

- Delusion
- Hallucination
- Psychosis
- Affect/Mood
- Mania/manic behavior
- Orientation/Disorientation
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From the EWC President

Friends and Family,

I’d like to share an email that went to our EWC staff in June. This is typical of the nature and content of similar messages shared throughout the year. I’ll attempt to keep people up to date and also address concerns that surface. We are moving ahead deliberately and intentionally. It is with great confidence that I say we are good and getting better. Our challenges and celebrations lie ahead of us; this year will require some authentic introspection and sharing with others. It’s about focusing on shared goals, rolling up our sleeves, and working shoulder to shoulder. We are on track. New lights, windows, labs, and landscaping. Strong recruiters, quality faculty, strong support services, dedicated physical plant staff, caring coaches. Involved college trustees and committed foundation directors. Successful students who enter the workforce or transfer to four year schools.
From: Tom Armstrong 
Sent: Wednesday, June 22, 2011 11:49 AM
To: Lancers
Subject: Moving ahead

Eastern Wyoming College has submitted four capital construction requests to the Wyoming Community College Commission.

1) These include a request for funding new Ag facilities on our North campus to house exciting program enhancements and changes through positive collaborations with community focus groups and strong ag advisory committee and begun well over a year ago—with amazing progress made in a very short period of time.

2) We have had almost weekly meetings in Douglas developing concepts for the new Converse County Campus, a single building structure to house general education transfer with a pronounced interest in education; other key focus areas include pre-nursing, welding & joining. This facility will also provide flexible, dynamic work space to assist business and industry training as well as address specific workforce demands. It will replace our current functional but failing 1931 elementary school location.

3) We will complete the Lancer Hall project with approval of the addition of two wings that were present in the original plans.

4) Further, we are seeking state funding for our Data, Voice, and Emergency Alert Network. This includes support for telephone, internet, wireless, digital controls, and a variety of campus solutions reliant on a strong fiber backbone and modern compatible equipment.

Ultimately, however, it’s not about rocks, or carpet, or buildings. It is and has always been about people. It is about all of us pitching in, being available full-time, contributing at capacity, getting along, not cutting corners, enjoying the journey, and giving whatever it takes.

We have great people moving vital projects ahead, breathing life into programs, creating new opportunities for students in active and ongoing advising. Updating and streamlining curricula. Working well across departments. EWC is contracting with a company called Culture Prep to facilitate a series of activities ranging from campus climate surveys to town hall meetings dealing with difference. Such interventions will also assist us continuing internal dialogues in advancing our positive traits and honestly seeking new understandings of how we can grow together to better serve students and better support each other in all of our individual and institutional efforts.

I encourage you to share, optimistically, a glass that is more than half full,
Tom

At our full staff opening activity on August 23, we shared a quote: “Transition is never easy and it isn’t always aimed at making us more comfortable. Dealing with transition is only partly a matter of good analysis and problem solving. It is also a matter of the conditions of our hearts.” Author unknown.

Thank you for joining us on an exciting journey; thank you for contributing to the success of our students,

Dr. Tom Armstrong, President
Eastern Wyoming College
Over the course of the last year – even the last several years – many friends and alums have made significant commitments to improve educational opportunity for our students. Through the ongoing endowed scholarship program, through gifts for books and educational materials, or gifts for specialized equipment related to program needs, the support of the EWC family of donors and friends continues to be remarkable. We at EWC and the EWC Foundation want to take a moment to once again thank you for that commitment.

In the last year, the EWC Foundation initiated its first gift annuity, which provides current income to the donor and will eventually provide a significant source of ongoing support for the College’s fine arts and natural science programs. Endowment gifts have also grown, and continue to be matched by the State of Wyoming Endowment Challenge program on a dollar for dollar basis. Memorial gifts for friends we miss have also grown – often directed to scholarship support for succeeding generations to come. Annual support has grown as well, allowing the College and Foundation to “leverage” important activities in such areas as the institutional diversity project, cultural programs, and specialized classroom equipment. Special events such as our elegant Sagebrush and Roses dinner dance, and the Foundation golf tournament continue to support similar needs related to the EWC agriculture program, and ongoing College enhancements.

If you have been on the campus in the last year, you have seen how the Foundation has been able to supplement funding of the College’s landscaping plan, which has brought new vitality to the campus and provided a tangible feeling of pride for not only our students but our faculty and staff. The 2010 gift from the estate of Mary Lou Atkins gave the College the impetus to move ahead with additional campus beautification from both public and private sources.

The State of Wyoming will continue to be the primary source of funding for ongoing operational and construction requirements. Having said that, it is clear that the support of a growing number of donors over just the past few years has made a major difference in the “extra edge of quality” that our students need for success. As we move into and past another holiday season and on to the challenges of 2012 and beyond, it is the sincere desire of all of us at the College and the Foundation involved in development and fund raising to thank every individual, every family, and every business for their commitment to building a future of excellence at your college.
Bill Schmidt arrived on the EWC campus in the summer of 1983, and says “Before I knew where I was, I was in a car with Guido driving south through corn fields. I wasn’t sure what to think, but in no time we were pulling into Huntley, and Guido stopped the car by a small green building. ‘This is where you’ll be,’ Guido told me. I literally didn’t know what to say. I had signed up as the new cosmetology instructor and before I knew it I was walking into a tiny building with two shampoo sinks. Guido assured me that I’d be in a brand new facility on campus within a year, but the first view I had of the program I would operate was somewhat of a shock.”

This from Bill Schmidt, the first director of the EWC Cosmetology program, recounting his introduction to the College and the program in 1983.

It took two years of preparation to get to that point. As Eastern Wyoming College moved into the 1980’s, president Chuck Rogers and dean of instruction Guido Smith were looking for ways to broaden the college’s occupational program offerings. Already strong in academic transfer program areas, they felt the need to provide a better balance of offerings to students who were aiming at technical and vocational training related directly to moving graduates into the workplace. At the same time, the Goshen County school district was planning to drop its program in cosmetology. Seeing a community need to continue this program, Rogers and Smith began the process of taking on the program at the college level as a way to bolster its vocational offerings.

In 1982, Eastern took several important actions that led to the establishment of the program in the fall of 1983. The first was to survey community demand for trained cosmetologists, which was accomplished by communicating with the businesses in the area and determining the need for trained people in their shops. While there was some community concern, virtually all of the area cosmetology-related businesses were enthusiastic about the employability of graduates in the program. The next step was to gain the approval of the Wyoming Community College Commission, which was obtained in the fall of 1982.

With the necessary preliminary steps taken to establish the program, the next critical step was to hire instructors who had the talent and background to establish the program successfully. As Guido Smith says, “I had never hired a cosmetologist, and luckily for me and the College, former dean of students Billy Bates walked in my door and said “I think I have the person you need.” It didn’t take me long to see that he was right, and within just a few months I had met, interviewed, and hired Bill Schmidt, who was operating his own beauty salon in Casper. It turned out to be one of the best decisions I ever made.”

The first class of eleven students worked with clients from the Torrington senior center, who were bused to Huntley. But true to Smith’s word, the College had moved ahead with the new facility, which opened in early 1984, and Schmidt was able to move from Huntley onto the main campus. While still in Huntley, Schmidt hired another instructor — Donna Charron, who came to the College from Rapid City. Judy Stellpflug was also instrumental in providing her years of experience as an instructor as the program developed. Together, these people built the only public cosmetology program in the Wyoming community college system into a solid and thriving activity. “Starting out, none of us had ever related our work to development of a college
curriculum, with everything that goes with that in terms of student credit hours and those types of things” said Schmidt. “We knew our subject inside out, but it took a lot of effort and help from Guido and Chuck Rogers to get the educational side of the program established, as well as to be sure we met State licensure requirements.”

Today, the program offers students a two year associate of science degree in cosmetology, and separate one year certificates in hair, nail and skin technician and is licensed by the State Board of Cosmetology.

Donna says “cosmetology has always been about hair, nails and skin. Even after more than 25 years in operation, our program still emphasizes these three areas. The bottom line is that we are in the business of training students to make people look good and feel good about themselves, and making them employable. We have of course moved ahead with new technologies in the field to make sure our students have the best possible background as they move into their jobs, and bring more in the area of health science into the curriculum. We have worked with other departments on campus to expand our training in areas of business management and the things a person needs to know to operate a shop of their own.”

The EWC cosmetology program is stronger today than ever, and continues to attract students from throughout Wyoming and the region. 2000 Cosmetology graduate Amanda Tanner told Lancer Luminaries “I didn’t really know cosmetology was something I could excel at. It was tough but I loved it, and I left with the skills I needed to start work right away. Working in Las Vegas I have appeared on television ‘makeover’ shows, and have had the chance to work with many celebrities. After being away eleven years, I can sit back and reflect on the start I got with EWC and the wonderful instructors and friends I knew.”

Taking over the leadership role for the program after the retirement of Bill Schmidt, Donna Charron and her team have continued to strengthen the program with Pam Capron and Nancy Landers on board as instructors. The community continues to be involved with the public being able to schedule appointments with students for haircuts, pedicures and manicures. Charron says “the program continues to provide a well trained student to the workforce in our area and throughout the region. We have a first rate modern instructional facility, highly qualified instructors, and – most importantly -- strong demand for our graduates. We look forward to maintaining our quality at the highest level, and in fact we just received our annual re-licensure from the State of Wyoming’s Board of Cosmetology.”

In its nearly 20 years of operation, the EWC cosmetology program has developed into one of the College’s strongest occupational/workforce programs. Along with welding, veterinary technology and a growing agriculture program, cosmetology plays a major role in providing a strong program that puts people to work. From the original vision of people like Chuck Rogers, Guido Smith, Bill Schmidt and Donna Charron, the cosmetology program will continue to play a key role in EWC’s instructional mix for years to come.
New Foundation Members

Chuck Brown

Chuck is president of C.H. Brown Company, a nationally-recognized equipment finance business in Wheatland. Chuck is a 1958 graduate of EWC, who moved on to UW to obtain a BA in Business Administration. He served in the US Army Security Agency and was stationed in Korea. He was selected as the EWC Distinguished Alumni for 2007. Chuck is a member of the Denver Branch of the Kansas City Federal Reserve Bank, and recently completed his term on the UW board of trustees – serving as its president. Chuck has served on many state and local boards and agencies, and is a long time single and multi engine-rated pilot. Chuck is married to Katie, and has two daughters.

Wayne Tatman

Wayne graduated from Rock River High School and attended the University of Wyoming where he was a Cowboy Joe (mascot) handler, and graduated in 1974 with a BS in Ag Business. He worked for the UW Cooperative Extension Service in Park and Niobrara counties, and returned to UW in 1985 to obtain an MS in Animal Sciences. He continued with the Extension Service in Albany County prior to moving to Goshen County in 2008. Wayne currently ranches in Goshen and Niobrara counties. He and his wife Kathy have three sons with UW degrees in Agriculture and a new granddaughter.

Ryan Schilreff
EWC Foundation Corporate Event
Donors and Sponsors 2010
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Matching Gift Company *
Workforce development is front and center in Goshen County and at Eastern Wyoming College. It literally is “where the rubber meets the road” at EWC and with its partnerships in business and industry. In fact, one of EWC’s many workforce projects was with the Goshen County Road and Bridge Department where the College provided hands-on work experience for students who worked to repair and rebuild a portion of County Road 68. Goshen County Road and Bridge Superintendent Gary Korell made special note of this project, saying “When the College and the McMurry Training Center approached the Goshen County Road and Bridge department to implement a heavy equipment class, I was delighted to help. As the project was completed, I found the students, training staff and everyone involved to be responsible and positive in their efforts. I would look forward to working with them again next season on a similar project.” Instructors Tom Reed and Jim Kalinski added “We appreciate the chance to train with younger people. Most of these kids come from farm and ranch backgrounds, which is helpful. We can train them in a lot of the mechanical aspects of the heavy equipment they’ll use in their jobs, and take them beyond being just operators. Its good to see EWC involved with us as well as major national companies in teaching trouble shooting, electronics and diesel mechanics – and bring them into the workforce as qualified entry level mechanics.”

Preparation for the world of work through expanded emphasis on community colleges continues to be a major theme in the current climate of economic stagnation both in Wyoming and across the country. It is difficult to find a conversation that doesn’t include jobs, training, national infrastructure or business development. National leaders recognize and emphasize the value of community colleges in rebuilding our economy, and in his first “state of the State” address, Governor Matt Mead emphasized once again the importance of Wyoming’s community colleges in the area of workforce development as a fundamental underpinning of the State’s economy – both in initial job training for high demand needs in Wyoming, and in retraining a population for new careers as old ones disappear.

The EWC Workforce staff, directed by Ashley Harpstreith, has developed and offered a wide range of programs, certifications, and customized training throughout the College’s service area of Converse, Crook, Weston, Goshen, Niobrara and Platte counties. Through partnerships that utilize the best business and industry professionals as instructors, the EWC Workforce office has delivered valuable training directly related to the region’s growing oil and gas industry. Safety training and OSHA requirements are major concerns for the industry, and EWC is responding.

In describing the impact of EWC workforce programs and their role as a fundamental part of the area’s growth, Goshen County Economic Development Corporation Director Lisa Johnson says, “In the economic development field, it is vital to have the right resources readily available in recruiting companies to the area. One of GCEDC’s most important resources in its tool kit is the extremely effective and responsive
workforce program operated through Eastern Wyoming College. They provide an extensive range of industry-specific training programs that can be a deciding factor in a company’s decision on whether or not to come to Goshen County. EWC is right on target in helping to boost the economy of our county.”

The EWC Welding program, long recognized as one of the finest in the country, understandably plays a major role in the growing workforce needs in the region and even state-wide. As Ashley Harpstreith notes, “Nothing highlights the College’s ‘flexible training built for industry’ attitude like our welding department. The College’s mobile welding lab allows us to offer theory and practice of welding and joining and industrial repair virtually anywhere.” Through American Welding Society accredited offerings held on and off the campus, employers have access to training and certification in machine tool technology, boiler and pressure vessel codes, shielded metal arc, gas metal arc, flux cored arc, gas tungsten, oxyacetylene cutting and repair and maintenance welding. Entities such as the Wyoming Department of Corrections, Basin Electric Power, Warren Air Force Base and major coal mining operations in both Converse and Campbell counties have all used the EWC mobile welding lab for initial training, standards testing and welder certification with additional uses in the oil and gas industry being planned.

Yet another aspect of the College’s responsibility in workforce related activity involves a strong partnership with the Wyoming Department of Workforce Services, and a special grant called the Employment and Training for Self Sufficiency program (ETSS). The ETSS grant project, coordinated by Jo Ellen Keigley, supports educational expenses for students with families who need initial training or re-training to develop sustainable employment skills including basic computer skills, workplace and personal safety, money management and job searching, resume building and interview techniques. ETSS grant recipient and Torrington native Adrian Flores said, “I was working at odd jobs, but knew that with three young boys I couldn’t just sit around and wait for something to happen. The ETSS commercial driver’s license program helped me begin to build a foundation to make progress, and I’m going beyond that and starting the EWC program in heavy equipment operation. I think this a huge opportunity for me.”

EWC President Dr. Tom Armstrong says, “Through its workforce development programs, Eastern Wyoming College delivers high-demand, customized, and job-specific training. Working closely with business and industry, EWC partners to identify existing needs and match up the best possible candidates. Such educational opportunities provide new students an entry point and incumbent workers the chance to advance. Special training gives them all they need to join and more fully contribute to a skilled Wyoming workforce. With education and training come improved choices. Completers are positioned to earn a good income, to enjoy the satisfaction of working, and to experience a better quality of life.”

EWC will continue to be an active and involved partner in the growth of the Goshen County economy, and in the economies in its multi-county service area. A commitment to student success, and a commitment to strong partnerships with business and industry will remain the cornerstone of this valuable and necessary aspect of the regional, state and national economies.
Livestock Judging

The Eastern Wyoming College Livestock Judging Program was established as an innovative program under the Wyoming Excellence in Higher Education Endowment Program (EHEE) in 2006. Developed at the State level, the program is designed to encourage innovation and new academic programming in all of the State’s community colleges. The first instructor in the new program was John “J.D” Sexton, who came to EWC from private ranching. J.D. also worked with the University of Wyoming’s College of Agriculture, and as assistant coach for the UW livestock judging team.

One of the advantages the new EWC program enjoyed early on was the willingness of local ranching operations to work with our judging team by allowing our students to work with their animals. Because the program was new, a dedicated facility for judging and for holding an appropriate number of animals was not available. Organizations and ranches from Wyoming, Nebraska and Colorado were instrumental in giving the budding program the chance to build from the ground up. Wyoming ranches and institutions included Booth Cherry Creek Ranch, Ochsner Herefords, Haas Angus, Middleswarth Herefords, Morrison Angus, University of Wyoming, Casper College, and various other operations and colleges in Nebraska and Colorado also assisted in this early effort.

While not a College academic major as such, livestock judging students are prepared with critical skills needed for a variety of jobs in the agriculture, including work in feedlots, agriculture sales, ag education, livestock evaluation, and ag journalism among many other areas. Many employers seek out individuals who have participated on judging teams because of their work ethic, critical thinking skills and the ability to communicate.

J.D. Sexton left the program to work with his family business in Colorado in 2008, and the College brought in yet another highly qualified instructor, who teaches not only livestock judging but animal science and agriculture economic. Nebraska native Rob Eirich came to the college with a wealth of experience in all areas of agriculture education and livestock programming. Rob holds a BS in Agriculture Economics from the University of Wyoming, and an MS in Agricultural Leadership from the University of Nebraska at Lincoln. He brought extensive experience in the livestock production area, including cow-calf and feedlot operations, plus experience working with UNL agricultural extension programming. He has judged and facilitated clinics in livestock evaluation in Wyoming, Nebraska, South Dakota, Kansas and Colorado, as well as internationally in Kenya and China.

The program attracts students from a variety of College major areas, including Ag Business, Farm and Ranch Management, Animal Science and even Welding. Students that graduate in these areas and who participate in the livestock judging program all benefit from the added skills in livestock evaluation, decision making, and verbal communication that can be utilized either in their personal/family business, or in their company’s perspective. They represent not only Wyoming, but Nebraska, Colorado, Minnesota, Kansas and South Dakota and Eirich says that about two-thirds of the team members in the last four graduating teams have transferred to complete bachelors degrees in agriculture, animal sciences or ag business, mainly at UW. There have also been three team members from Eirich’s last two teams transfer on to compete at the four-year university level in livestock judging.

“The livestock judging team has been a large part of my life at EWC. Our team is a close-knit family that works
well together both on the road and at home. Judging has been a great experience that helped me develop decision making skills, and become a better speaker in front of people. This wonderful opportunity also gave me the chance to network with other judges and producers around the country that will help further my career.”

Susan Button, Newcastle

Livestock judging means travel, and lots of it. The 2011-12 team will compete at the Flint Hills Classic in El Dorado Kansas, the National Barrow Show in Austin, Minnesota, the American Royal Show in Kansas City, the North American International Livestock Expo in Louisville, Kentucky, the Houston Stock Show and Rodeo, and the National Western Stock Show in Denver. Eirich has expanded the involvement and partnerships with local and regional ranching operations and business related to animal production. Along with those originally participating during the program’s early years, the 7X Angus Ranch, Dudley Booth and Family, Miller Cattle and Feed yard, Lazy Heart Ranch, Jeff Chapman Family, Duello Ranch, High Plains Feedlot and Lippincott Farms have stepped up to help EWC students become exposed to the “real world” of animal evaluation and production. Eirich’s connection to Nebraska has also allowed the College to work closely with the University of Nebraska-Lincoln and western Nebraska producers. Being on the Livestock Judging team also means that as a student you join other agriculture and rodeo students in working with the Foundation’s annual Sagebrush and Roses dinner dance – with funds raised being dedicated to the Agriculture program, including scholarships and educational materials for these students.

“Livestock judging was an awesome way to travel around the nation and see top livestock operations that otherwise I wouldn't have been able to experience. It is a lot of work to be devoted to judging, but in the end I gained valuable critical thinking and communications skills, plus made tons of memories and friends I’ll never forget.”

Rustin Roth, Torrington Wyoming

When asked where the agriculture and livestock judging programs can be at EWC in the coming years, Eirich says, “EWC sits in the strongest agricultural county in the State of Wyoming, by any measure you want to use. It is a natural fit for our agricultural efforts as we support the needs of our community and region. I want to have a top quality program that gives our students the best opportunity in the region to excel. With the likely development of a major Agriculture/Veterinary Technology facility on the campus in the near future, I know we can be recognized as one of, if not the top programs in the region.” He adds, “The first steps include not only the facility, which will contain major animal holding improvements, classrooms and a dedicated teaching arena, but acquisition of livestock, such as, eight to ten beef cattle, ten sheep and ten hogs. Ideally, these will be market quality animals that we will be purchased and sold on an revolving basis annually.”

In his third year as Livestock Judging Coach at Eastern Wyoming College, Eirich has taken the solid base built by J.D. Sexton and stepped up the program in terms of recruiting and numbers of high quality students. He says, “in the not too distant future, I want to have eight to ten solid sophomores, and eight to ten solid freshmen on my teams – with students who are dedicated, competitive and want to come home with recognition and awards from some of the best shows in the country. With the support I’m getting from the College and the EWC Foundation to put the tools in place, we can build a regionally recognized agriculture department here at EWC.”
The Eastern Wyoming College Foundation invites nominations for the 2012 Distinguished Alumni Award and the 2012 Distinguished Service Award. Criteria for this award can be obtained from the EWC Office of Development at 307-32-8397, or by going to the EWC website and clicking on Distinguished Alumni and Distinguished Service Award Nominations.
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Student Senate members exemplify dedication to education, attainment of personal goals, integrity and perseverance. To a person, they are high energy, personable, conscientious and spirited. Throughout their time at Eastern Wyoming College, they balance academic demands, off-campus jobs, extracurricular activities and social opportunities. Lancer Luminaries is proud to once again give you a brief glimpse of the students who have taken on leadership roles with the Student Senate – and who work with talent, dedication and humor to make the college experience of their fellow students challenging and enjoyable.

Wyatt Clark hails from Wellfleet, Nebraska. As Student Senate Vice President, he is majoring in Business Management and is known for his quiet approach to leadership with his peers. Wyatt is also a member of the EWC rodeo team, where he is a calf roper, team roper and bare back rider.

Student Senate President Colby Sturgeon is a Torrington native who is working toward his AAS in Agriculture Business. He is a member of Phi Theta Kappa, the national community college student honor society. Colby works part time off campus, as well as being a member of the EWC rodeo team as a team roper and calf roper.
One of the primary responsibilities of the Student Senate is allocating funds to various clubs and projects on the campus. That responsibility belongs to Senate treasurer Josie Bretzman, who hails from Lakefield, Minnesota. A Criminal Justice major, Josie belongs to the Criminal Justice Club, and also works off campus. Her goal is to transfer to the University of Wyoming and eventually work in law enforcement.

Student Senate Parliamentarian Shianna Fry comes to the College from Harrisburg, Nebraska. Her major at EWC is Farm and Ranch Management, and she will also earn a certificate in beef production. She is a leader on the EWC livestock judging team, and a member of the Block and Bridle Club. Shianna is well known not only for her academic and campus involvement, but also for her voice -- she sings the national anthem at many home athletic events. A testament to perseverance, Shannon spent her first semester at EWC in a wheel chair – the result of two broken ankles in an automobile accident. Not one to feel sorry for herself, she came to the Senate’s Halloween costume party as a crash dummy!

Troy Wilcox from Red Owl, South Dakota, is the Student Senate Secretary. He is a Farm and Ranch Management major and as with his fellow Student Senate officers, Troy is a member of the rodeo team where he participates as a roper, steer wrestler and tie down roper.
EWC Graduates Capture Foundation Golf Tournament Title
Thank you to our sponsors!

**Pinnacle Bank**
- First State Bank
- Platte Valley Bank
- US Bank
- Points West Community Bank
- Westco
- Kelley Bean Company
- Dinklage Feed Yard
- Brown Company
- Freudenthal and Bonds, PC
- EWC Foundation
- Eastern Wyoming Arts Council

---

CP Ranch - Ron & Sherri Lovercheck
Ochsner Ranch - The Ochsner Family
Lone Tree Ag - Virgil & Peggy Jackson
Rocking B Ranch - Julie Kilty & Dave Bartlett
Patrick Brothers - John & Katherine Patrick
V Box Ranch - Wayne & Kathy Tatman
Dennis & Sandra Thaler
Madden Brothers - Torrington Livestock Exchange Shawn & Lex Madden
Eastern Wyoming College

RODEO

GILLETTE COLLEGE
MARCH 16-18
GILLETTE, WY

COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
MARCH 30-APRIL 1
FT. COLLINS, CO

EWC LANCER RODEO
APRIL 5-7
TORRINGTON, WY

CASPER COLLEGE
APRIL 20-22
CASPER, WY

UNIVERSITY OF WYOMING
APRIL 27-29
LARAMIE, WY

COLLEGE NATIONAL FINALS RODEO
CASPER EVENTS CENTER
JUNE 10-17
CASPER, WY

EWC Alumni competing at the
2011 National Finals Rodeo

- DEAN GORSUCH - STEER WRESTLING
- SETH BROCKMAN - STEER WRESTLING
- JAKE REINHART - STEER WRESTLING
Sagebrush & Roses
Art Show - Dinner - Dance
January 28th
Call for tickets 532.8397